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Radius - Holistic Admissions

Features Description

Flexible 
Modality

Applications for students are web responsive & can be completed on mobile device, tablet or computer. 
Reviews are completed best on a tablet or computer.

Flexible 
Formats

Applicant an upload requirements in 26 different formats, including video.

Optional 
Criteria

Optional or Conditional criteria can be built-in the application process, as needed and approved, such as 
achievements/awards, volunteer experience, special projects, and/or research experience.

Multi-Step 
Reviews

Applicant can be routed through a multi-step review process with designated committee.

Minimum 
Review 

Requirement

Each applicant can have a standardized number of required reviews before �nal recommendation is 
submitted to ensure they are reviewed by more than one person.

Identity-
Withheld 
Reviews

All identi�er information on applicant can be hidden to reviewers including name, demographics, personal 
history, etc... Fully customizable.

Rubrics
Any review bundle can have customized rubric to assess resumes, personal statements, recommendations, 

transcripts, etc... Score totals are automatically calculated.

Interview Interview selection & rubric can be created to collect responses from applicant interviews.

Reviewers 
Uploads

Documents, emails, scoring sheets, etc... can be uploaded to applicant's record.

Review 
Distribution

Applicants can be reviewed sequentially, parallel or randomly across a review team to ensure a balanced 
and fair review.

Review 
Sharing

Reviewers can be hidden for anonymity or shared with other reviewers; Head Reviewer will see all reviews.  
Tenant Admins can also save and export summary reports as needed.

Radius is a tool to assist your holistic admission initiatives by collecting 
quantitative & qualitative assessments.

Utilize committee to 
review applicants; 
multi-step reviews
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Provide clear & 
transparent 

qualifications 
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Recruit diverse 
students

1

Assess applicants 
using strong rubric

Admit students based on a 
balanced approach of 

academics & non-academics
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Metrics Attributes

Experiences

Can we align our 
admission criteria 

to the SIUE 
Mission?

Enrollment Systems, Research & Analysis

How do we evaluate 
how an individual may 
contribute value to the 

program and SIUE?

How do 

we 

measure 

grit?


